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On September 7,1984, while Unit 4 was at 100'6 power, the Tave and AT summator module
NM412D was found defective during routine surveillance and the defective module was replaced.
This particular failure mode has been noted on other W15D 7100 process controls summators with
limits (P/N 4111084-002 and P/N 4111084-004). These summators when used in the X10 or X100
scale have a tendency to break into sustained oscillations (lock-up). These oscillations usually
occur when the input is driven high or when the summator input experiences a spike. Plant
Management determined on October 15, 1984, that the lock-up problem was reportable as a
generic defect. The safety function of the Tave and AT summator in question was part of a
redundant system that remained operable. More detail is provided in the attached text. Our
Engineering staff is evaluating a module upgrade to eliminate the problem. The health and
safety of the public were not af fected. Similar occurrences: None.
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On September 7,1984, while Unit 4 was at 100% power, the Tave and AT summator module
NM412D was found defective during routine surveillance and'the defective module was replaced.
This particular failure mode has been noted on other W15D 7100 process controls summators with
limits (P/N 4111084-002 and P/N 4111084-004). The summators when used in the gain X10 or
X100 position have a tendency to break into sustained oscillations (lock-up). These oscillations
usually occur when the input is driven high or when the summator input experiences a spike.

Af ter considerable circuit design evaluation, capacitor C4 (P/N 181 424-003 capacitor of 10
microfarads, 6 volts) was upgraded to a larger capacitance. A capacitor valued at 35 ,

'

microfarads and rated at 25 volts was chosen for performance and also physical size
considerations. To obtain operational data, capacitor C4 was upgraded on four summators, all of
which suffered from the " lock-up" problem. In all cases, upgrading C4 to the new value
eliminated the " lock-up" problem, with no adverse effect upon any of the summator's other
operating characteristics.

Input and output recorder graphs were taken for each summator before the modification and
af ter the modification. In each case, a lock-up situation was attempted by spiking the input
signal. In each case, the before modification graph shows the summator output breaking into a
spontaneous oscillations as a result of the input spike. In all cases, the after modification graph
shows the oscillation dampening in approximately one and one half cycles, and thereaf ter,
achieving stability.

Bode plots of a summator depicting before and af ter modification frequency responses show no
significant change in the performance of the summator, in either the XI or the X10 gain switch
positions. A dynamic response test also showed no significant change in response time of the
summator.

Proper evaluation will be performed to ensure that the component change will not result in
adverse consequences. The other nuclear plants in Florida Power and Light's system will be
made aware of the potential problem. An entry will be made in the INPO Network to make other
nuclear f acilities aware of the potential problem.
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FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

November 7,1984
m . L-R4-319 . .

U.S. Nuclear kegulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

Re: Reportable Event 84-24
Turkey Point Unit 4
Date of Event: October 15, 1984
Hagan Summator Module

The attached Licensee Event Report is being submitted pursuant to the
requirenents of 10 CFR to provide notification of the subject event.

Very truly yours,

bJ' !|1 Ah,
J. W. Williams, Jr.

Group Vice President
Nuclear Energy

JWW/PLP/js
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cc: J. P. O'Reilly, Region II, USNRC
Harold F. Reis, Esquire
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